The set of design tools and practices collectively known as "design automation" had its origin twenty years ago. The evolution of these practices as applied to the design of digital computers is nicely described by Preiss.' Since its inception, this field has expanded to include not only computer design, but also such diverse items as office space planning, ship building, land use, textile design, and computer software/firmware.
The basic processes of design recording, clerical checking, simulation (modeling), standards enforcement, test process generation, and creation of manufacturing data have been adapted to many technologies. But by far the widest; application of design automation is in the noncreative, "cookbook" type clerical tasks of design recording, checking, data reformatting, and information transfer.
However, even the great advances made in the processes of interconnection and placement are just beginning to match in elegance the abilities of humans in any particular design problem. The excellence of the program comes from the speed and reliability with which they operate, and the large problems they can handle.
Significant progress has been made in the area of simulation. Large networks of circuits can be examined at various levels of detail to provide design verification data for both the behavior and structure of the device being designed.
There has been a long standing interest in applying the formality of design automation procedures to the business of software generation. Early applications in this direction came with the processing of microprogram data. The first broad application of microprogramming came, from hardware engineering environments, where designers had become used to design automation. Further, early technologies for control storage were read-only hardware devices which required formal manufacturing documentation and test data. The experience gained in processing 
